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We’re delighted
to announce
the workshop
presenters for
our Annual
Conference in
Sheffield on
September 11th
& 12th.
This year the theme is:
Sound & Vision Librarianship — Going
Beyond Words & Pictures. Find out
more on page 3.
Warm regards,

Catherine Dhanjal, Managing Editor

From time to time, MmIT offers space to
suppliers who are developing and marketing
products of potential interest to information
services. Neither the journal nor the MMIT
Group endorse any of the services covered
in these pages. Articles published reflect
the opinions of the authors and are not
necessarily those of the editorial board
or MMIT Group. While every reasonable
effort is made to ensure that the contents
of the articles, editorial and advertising are
accurate, no responsibility can be accepted
by the editorial board or MMIT Group for
errors, misrepresentations or any resulting
effects. Acceptance of an advertisement does
not imply endorsement of the advertiser’s
product(s) by the editorial board or MMIT.
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news

MMIT Group Annual
Conference 2014:
workshop speakers
announced
MMIT Group are delighted to
announce workshop speakers and
initial sponsors for our Annual
Conference, this year to be held
at the University of Sheffield
Conference Centre on September
11th and 12th 2014.
The conference theme is ‘Sound
and Vision Librarianship: Going
Beyond Words & Pictures’ and
hopes to address the implications
and practices of managing and

•

Sheffield
Edge Hill University.

The three keynote speakers have
been confirmed as:
•
Richard Ranft, British Library
Sound Archive on ‘The BL’s
role in working with sound
and vision resources’
•
Liz McGettigan, Solus on ‘The
use of Augmented Reality
to drive audience growth
and innovative customer
experience’
•
iTunesU
Our sponsors include silver
sponsor EDINA, which delivers
online services and tools to benefit
students, teachers and researchers
in UK Higher and Further
Education and beyond.
If you are interested in
sponsorship options, please
contact catherine.dhanjal@
theansweruk.com
To book your delegate place at the

keynote speaker Liz McGettigan

Jon Hardistry of the RNIB
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curating audio and video materials
in the digital age.
Delegates will get to engage in a
series of workshops and seminars
on sound and vision themes and
the conference will also showcase
current research and innovations
in these areas through lightning
sessions and presentations from
researching practitioners.
Workshop sessions will include:
•
Stephen McConnachie,
British Film Institute (BFI)
•
Helen Fitton, British
Universities Film and Video
Council (BUFVC)
•
Michael Terway, National
Media Museum
•
Jon Hardisty, Royal National
Institute for the Blind (RNIB)
•
Val Stevenson, Digital
Archives, Liverpool John
Moores University
•
Andy Tattersall & Claire
Beecroft, University of

conference and for information on
bookings, please visit our Eventbrite
page at: http://bit.ly/1q3Hp3x
or
www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/mmit-2014conference-sound-and-vision-inlibrarianship-going-beyond-words-

and-pictures-tickets-10962562319
MMIT members receive a discount
and we offer a special rate for
student/unwaged attendees
Editor’s Note
Read Jon Hardistry’s article ‘The
eBooks opportunity for blind and
partially sighted readers’ in the Feb
2014 issue of the journal (Vol 40,
No 1)
Helen Fitton of BUFVC will be talking
about the BoB National TV and
radio off-air recording service for
educational use, find out more about
it in our feature in this issue of
the journal
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The Museum of New Zealand Te
Papa Tongarewa has announced
there are now over 30,000 images
downloadable, for free, in the
highest resolution they have them.
You can search for and download
them at Te Papa’s Collections
Online http://collections.tepapa.
govt.nz/
17,000 images are have no
known copyright restrictions so
are downloadable for any use, free
of charge. Another 14,000
images are available under
a Creative Commons licence
CC BY-NC-ND<http://
creativecommons.org/
licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/>
Arapata Hakiwai, Te
Papa’s Chief Executive and
Kaihautū, says “Broader
digital access provides an
opportunity for deeper
engagement of individuals
and communities with the
collections and taonga
(treasures). By making these
images of our national
collections freely available,
we hope to encourage
people to use them in
education, research,
innovation, personal
enrichment and as creative
inspiration, while also
enhancing the knowledge
of these collection items.

As kaitiaki (guardians) of the
collections, this goes a long way to
meeting our strategic priorities of
increasing access to, and sharing
our Nation’s treasures.”
Similar initiatives have been
successful in prominent museums
and galleries in the USA and
Europe, however Te Papa is
the first museum in Australasia
to deliver open access to its
digital collections in such large
quantities.
http://collections.tepapa.govt.nz/
http://blog.tepapa.govt.nz/
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Racing insights through new
online audio stories
In partnership with the
Indianapolis Motor Speedway
(IMS), IUPUI University Library
brings 100 years of track history
to life through a collection of free
online audio stories. The short oral
histories offer race insights and
commentary and are accompanied
by photographs of some of the
most important moments in the
life of the Indianapolis 500.
The oral race summaries
expand on a one of a kind digital
repository that captures the
history of IMS through more than
14,000 images taken from 1879 to
2013.
Thanks to grants from the U.S.
Institute of Museum and Library
services and administered by
the Indiana State Library, the

photographs can be viewed on the
IUPUI University Library’s website.
Just Google: Digital Indianapolis
Motor Speedway.
With the help of Donald
Davidson, IMS historian since
1998, the oral histories were
created by a 2013 IUPUI graduate,
from the school of Informatics, Joe
Skibinski.
There are currently 66 audio
histories and the collection
continues to grow.
Among the highlights are
the 1960 race during which Jim
Rathmann edged out Rodger Ward
by 12.75 seconds and a flashback
to the 2006 showdown when Sam
Hornish Jr. pulled alongside Marco
Andretti on the front stretch in
a sprint to the finish to win by
0.0635 seconds.
Some vignettes feature clips of
the IMS Radio Network’s broadcast
coverage with iconic announcers

like Sid Collins and Paul Page.
This online collection allows
users from across the world to
explore the storied past of the
landmark that has put Indianapolis
at the epicenter of motorsports
history for one hundred years.
Visitors to the site can search
for a favourite year of Indianapolis
500 racing, a favorite driver or car
and more.
The Indianapolis Motor
Speedway Collection is one of
more than 60 online collections
created by the IUPUI University
Library and its community
partners, including Conner Prairie
Living History Museum, in nearby
Fishers, and the Indianapolis
Recorder Newspaper.
To browse the digital collections,
visit the library on the web at:
www.ulib.iupui.edu

Image: © 4snickers | Dreamstime.com

Photo: Fern-haired Samoan woman, 1890-1910, Samoa, by Thomas Andrew. Gift of Alison Beckett and Robert McPherson, 1996. Te Papa (O.001184)

Free images from New
Zealand’s Te Papa Tongarewa
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The Werner Herzog Collection

of Dreams (1982), feature-length
director commentaries, original
trailers, stills galleries and an
extensive contextualising booklet.

all films
•

•

On 28 July the BFI will proudly
release The Werner Herzog
Collection, a magnificent DVD
and Blu-ray box set of films and
numerous superb extras – full
details below.
The films will be presented in
two formats: an 8-disc Blu-ray
box set and a 10-disc DVD box
set. Containing 18 films by the
visionary German filmmaking
legend, the collection includes
such classics of world cinema as
Nosferatu the Vampyre, Aguirre,
Wrath of God and Fitzcarraldo,
as well as a number of Herzog’s
acclaimed, but rarely seen short
films.
Extensive extras include Jack
Bond’s long-unseen South Bank
Show portrait of Herzog (1982),
Les Blank’s classics Werner Herzog
Eats His Shoe (1980) and Burden

The films:
The Unprecedented Defence of the
Fortress Deutschkreuz (1967)
Last Words (1968)
Precautions Against Fanatics (1969)
Handicapped Future (1970)
Fata Morgana (1971)
Land of Silence and Darkness (1971)
Aguirre, Wrath of God (1972)
The Enigma of Kaspar Hauser (1974)
The Great Ecstasy of Woodcarver
Steiner (1975)
Heart of Glass (1976)
How Much Wood Would a
Woodchuck Chuck (1976)
Stroszek (1977)
Nosferatu, the Vampyre (1979)
Woyzeck (1979)
Huie’s Sermon (1980)
God’s Angry Man (1980)
Fitzcarraldo (1982)
Cobre Verde (1987)

•
•
•

Optional 5.1 German and
English audio on selected
titles
Nosferatu on-set documentary
(1979, 13 mins)
Werner Herzog Eats His Shoe
(Les Blank, 1980, 21 mins)
Burden of Dreams (Les Blank,
1982, 95 mins)
Guardian Lecture with Werner
Herzog (1988, 83 mins)

•

•
•
•

South Bank Show: Werner
Herzog (Jack Bond, 1982, 56
mins)
Original trailers on selected
titles
Stills galleries on selected
titles
Illustrated booklet with
extensive essay by Laurie
Johnson; full film credits

Cat. no. BFIB1192 (Blu-ray); BFIV2005
(DVD)
Cert 15/Germany, France, Peru,
Ghana/1967-1987 /B&W, & colour/
1391 minutes + extras (Blu-ray)
1341 minutes + extras (DVD)
www.bfi.org.uk/shop
Video trailer: www.youtube.com/
watch?v=eqAxoSLlsj0

RRP: £79.99 (Blu-ray); £59.99 (DVD)

Special features:
•
All films presented in High
Definition
•
Alternative German and
English versions of Nosteratu,
the Vampyre
•
Full-length audio
commentaries with Werner
Herzog on selected titles
•
Alternative German and
English language audio
options on selected titles
•
Newly created subtitles for
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All images: ©BFI NB. Permission granted solely for reproduction in direct publicity or promotion of the BFI release of The Werner Herzog Collection. Use in any other
product or service is prohibited.

BFI news

Alain Robbe-Grillet

Impossible to see for decades,
Alain Robbe-Grillet’s enigmatic,
sexually-charged films are
collected together for the first

time, beautifully remastered in
High Definition and released by
the BFI on 30 June 2014 in both
Blu-ray and DVD box sets.
Extra features include new video
introductions by Catherine RobbeGrillet, previously unseen filmed
interviews with Alain Robbe-Grillet
by Frederic Taddei, and newlyrecorded, exclusive feature-length
commentaries by cult cinema
authority Tim Lucas.
Perhaps best known as the
writer of Alain Resnais’ classic cineconundrum Last Year in Marienbad
(1961), and as a leading novelist
in the nouveau roman movement
of the 1950s, Alain Robbe-Grillet
(1922-2008) was also the director
a number of stylish, controversial
and erotic films which starred such
icons of French
cinema as JeanLouis Trintignant
(Haneke’s Amour,
Bertolucci’s The
Conformist) and
Isabelle Huppert
(Claire Denis’ White
Material, Haneke’s
Amour).
The six films
included here
are from his most
productive period
of filmmaking:
The Immortal One
(L’Immortelle) (1963)
Trans-Europ-Express
(1967)
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The Man Who Lies (L’Homme qui
ment) (1968)
Eden and After (L’Eden et après)
(1970)
N. Took the Dice (N. a pris les dés…)
(1971)
Successive Slidings of Pleasure
(Glissements progressifs du plaisir)
(1974)
Special features:
•
All six films presented in High
Definition on Blu-ray, and
digitally remastered in High
Definition on DVD

•
•

•

•
•

Newly filmed introductions by
Catherine Robbe-Grillet (2013)
Filmed interviews with Alain
Robbe-Grillet by critic Frederic
Taddei (2007)
New and exclusive full-length
audio commentaries for each
film by Tim Lucas
Original theatrical trailers
Illustrated booklet with a
new essay by David Taylor,
full film credits and on-set
photographs

•
RRP: £59.99 (Blu-ray); £49.99 (DVD)

Cat. no. BFIB1188 (Blu-ray); BFIV2000
(DVD)
Cert 18/France, Italy, Turkey,
Czechoslovakia/1963-1971 /B&W, &
colour/
French language, with optional
English subtitles
557 minutes (Blu-ray)
554 minutes (DVD)
www.bfi.org.uk/shop
Video trailer: www.youtube.com/
watch?v=n9fvE0qoTMU
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All images: ©BFI NB. Permission granted solely for reproduction in direct publicity or promotion of the BFI release of Alain Robbe-Grillet. Six Films 1963-1974. Use in any
other product or service is prohibited.

BFI news

BFI news

A wonderful new volume of rare

and unseen films to thrill and
excite lovers of train travel, British
heritage and vibrant documentary
filmmaking, The Driving Force
joined the BFI’s best-selling British
Transport Films Collection series on
24 February 2014.
The twelfth volume in this highly
popular series of double-DVD sets
presents a selection of previously
unreleased films which explore
and illustrate the improvements
and developments in train services
that were offered by British
Transport between 1955 and 1982.
Amongst the highlights of this
new volume are the titular film,
The Driving Force (1969), which
details the vast programme under
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which the changeover from steam
to diesel and electric traction was
achieved; and Partners in Prosperity
(1982), which outlines plans for a
truly modern integrated road and
rail transport structure in Scotland.
This digitally remastered
collection, which is accompanied
by a booklet containing an
introductory essay and extensive
film notes by BFI curators, is a
must for the transport enthusiast
and the documentary aficionado
alike.
Following the nationalisation

of public transport in 1948, the
British Transport Commission
set up its own in-house film
production unit. Launched on 1st
May 1949, British Transport Films
was led for 25 years by Edgar
Anstey, a founding father of the
documentary movement in Britain,
and became one of the country’s
largest industrial film units.
Special features:
•
Belief in the Future (1976):
Internal communications
film for British Rail in which

Peter Parker, the then new
BR chairman, addresses his
employees on the challenges
facing the industry
•

All images: ©BFI NB. Permission granted solely for reproduction in direct publicity or promotion of the BFI release of The Driving Force. Use in any other product or
service is prohibited.

The Driving Force

Illustrated booklet with
extensive film notes by BFI
curators, and full credits

•
RRP: £19.99 (DVD)
Cat. no. BFIVD976
E/UK/1955-1982/B&W, & colour/
English language
207minutes
www.bfi.org.uk/shop
Video trailer: http://bit.ly/1fBct7L
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Review of Plustek SmartOffice
SC8016U Scanner

The SC8016U Scanner is a 600dpi, A3
document scanner with a 100-sheet
automatic document feeder. It is designed to
handle as many as 8,000 scans a day, with a
lifetime of 300,000 scans.

some struggling. This would seem to be a
problem of this particular sample rather than
a generic issue.
Software installation was straightforward,
without problems.

Media scanned

Points for improvement

It can handle a variety of media including
embossed and plastic cards and all types can
be stacked in the feeder without separation
or sorting. It also uses an ultrasonic sensor to
detect double- or mis-feed problems.

There were two downsides to this scanner
immediately noticeable: the absence of a
flatbed denies the possibility of scanning
from books or documents which are flimsy
or fragile and the collection tray for scanned
items is barely adequate, especially if a
large number of A3 sheets are being passed
through at speed, the automatic document
feed (ADF) having a capacity of 100 sheets.
The actual footprint in use is therefore
somewhat larger than that of the scanner
alone.

First impressions
First impressions on opening the box were
that here was a good looking, well-designed,
solidly-built piece of equipment that
wouldn’t take up too much space in an office.

Set up
The Quick Guide instructions on setting
up were very clear, although as they
were printed in 13 languages, in duplex
(doublesided), on a sheet measuring 840 mm
x 590 mm, they were awkward to handle.
Only English, German, French, Italian, Spanish
and Portuguese versions were printed on
the same side as the diagrams, so Polish et al
would not be able to see all from a posterstyle display.

... speed is one of the things this scanner does
really well
Fitting the paper chute was simple and
it settled home with a solid-feeling click.
Connecting up the mains supply and USB
were not as simple as the chassis and shell
of the scanner seemed to be misaligned,
making it difficult at first to slot in the
respective plugs, but this was achieved after
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using the total time from start of scan to the
point at which processing the file and saving
it is completed.

Profile options
Apart from the Twain drivers, the essential
software included is ABBYY FineReader 9.0
Sprint and NewSoft Presto! PageManager
7.23 and it is these which give the scanner its
various profiles, enabling scanning to a wide
range of document types including BMP,
JPEG, PDF, PNG and TIFF and scanning to OCR
processing to Microsoft Office formats via
ABBYY.

it can handle a variety of media including
embossed and plastic cards

Highlights

The nine profiles may be selected from the
front of the scanner by the up/down buttons
above the scan button on the face.

Speed, though, is one of the things this
scanner does really well.

Key features

designed to handle as many as 8,000 scans a day
Scanning to image PDF format at 300dpi
greyscale readily yielded 65-70 pages per
minute (ppm) single-sided (simplex) and
about 140 ppm duplex.
Scanning to image PDF in colour at 300dpi
drops the throughput to something like 2528 ppm simplex and 48 duplex. The expected
drop in speed occurred when scanning to
searchable PDF at 300dpi greyscale, this
taking about 200 seconds.
These scans were made from A4 sheets.
They were placed in the feeder in landscape
format as this provides a faster scan, the
software automatically adjusting the
orientation. All of the speeds mentioned are

Key features of the scanner’s utilities are:
•
Auto Crop and De-skew: automatically
straightens and crops the documents
•
Auto Mode: detects document colour
and scans in colour, greyscale, or black
and white mode
•
Auto Rotate: automatically adjusts
orientation based on content
•
Auto Threshold: converts scans into a
binary black and white image
•
Automatically removes black pages
•
Automatically removes blank pages
without manual editing
•
Colour Dropout removes red, green, or
blue colours when scanning forms
A few additional, useful facilities are:
•
Barcode Reader Tool: reads and extracts
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•

card images as TIFF, JPG or BMP file
formats. Extracted data are saved to
XML, TXT or CSV files and can also be
added to databases. There is an option
to automatically combine two ID card
images into a single image file
Image: © Tangducminh | Dreamstime.com

•

data from many 1D/2D barcode
categories including EAN-13, -39; UPC-A,
UPC-E; ITF-14, -16, -128; NW-7; PDF417;
Datamatrix and QR code and autosearch for barcode. Barcode data can be
output to TXT, XML or CSV files
Cheque Reader Tool: recognises and
extracts data from MICR E13B and CMC 7
fonts. The cheque image may be output
into common image file formats: TIFF,
JPG and BMP. MICR data are saved to
XML, TXT or CSV files
ID Card Reader Tool: scans ID cards and
driving licences, extracts data and saves

includes Cheque, and ID Card Reader Tools
•

Scan to Cloud allows easy uploading of
files or scanned images to a compatible
server such as Box, Dropbox and FTP
servers, Google Documents, Microsoft
SharePoint and Twitter.

The SC8016U scanner may be connected
also to a network via an Ethernet cable, but
is normally connected to a computer directly
by USB, currently USB 2.0.
Basic footprint: 435 x 355 mm by 345 mm
high (with ADF in place, tray open).
Weight: 9.0 kg

Image: © Christopher Hall | Dreamstime.com

The Plustek SC8016U scanner is available
through Ricky Campling at
www.tradescanners.com,
telephone 0870 442 9904 or direct 01908
218200, fax 01908 218300.

easy uploading of files or scanned images to
servers such as Dropbox or SharePoint
Minimum system requirements:
PC with Intel Pentium IV 3.2 GHz processor or
higher
RAM: 1GB required
Available USB 2.0 port
CD-ROM or DVD-ROM drive
Disk space: 800 MB free hard disk space
Video card supporting 16-bit colour or greater
Operating System: Windows 2000 Professional,
Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7 or
Windows 8

The scanner is priced at £1249 + VAT.
Should you need any further information,
please visit www.tradescanners.com/plustek/
sc8016u.php
or http://plustek.com/oeu/products/smartoffice-series/smartoffice-sc8016u/
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Ken Cheetham,
Student Support
Disabilities Unit,
Cardiff Metropolitan
University
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Review of Impactology
Impact Trio for iPhone 5

We tested the Impact Trio design case for
iPhone 5. According to the vendor, this
uses an intelligent multi-layered structure,
optimised for impact protection.
The vendor goes on to say, “Slim-fitting
and available in a variety of colours, a glossy
coating of coloured PC compound spreads
the force over a larger area whilst a second
layer of softened TPU dampens and slows
down the shock of impact, with a final layer
of D3O® Impact
“Material absorbing and dissipating
the shock. Unbeatable user-friendliness is
provided with an easy “snap-on” design,
which unlike other cases on the market,

makes it simpler to remove whenever you
need access to the device.
“While the case is fitted customers can still
access all features of the device and enjoy
optimum protection. A range of Impact Trio
cases are available from Apple Stores globally
in three colours including; White/Blue, Black/
Grey and Purple/Blue.”
We tested the purple/blue case as seen in
the image on the right and left of this article.
From the moment it was fitted the new
case was noticed and garnered a number of
compliments.
The purple element of the case is a smooth
surface with the blue surround being
rubberised (the special TPU layer mentioned
above) to give it a bit of ‘bounce’ if dropped.
Behind the scenes the special D30 Impact
layer further absorbs the shock..
Having tested it for four months now,
dropped the phone a couple of times and
had it loose and shaking around in rucksacks
and bags, I can say it certainly seems to be
offering good protection.
The case itself still looks good despite
many minor scratches — which goes to show
how many scratches would instead have
been on the phone.
In terms of how easy it was to fit, my
13-year-old daughter took care of that
with ease. As to purchasing the case, my
preference (having bought a Lifeproof
case from eBay which turned out to be
counterfeit) would be to buy direct from
Tech21 themselves.
More information available from:
www.tech21.com
www.youtube.com/watch?v=6rRs4dheImE
Guide price: £24.99 for the Impact Trio for
iPhone 5/5S
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Catherine Dhanjal,
Managing Editor,
MmIT Journal
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How technology is fuelling the wearable revolution
After years of
iterating on
prototypes, and
everyone from
garage-based
hardware hackers
to consumer
electronics
juggernauts
entering the space,
we’ve finally
reached The Year
of The Wearable.
While their new technology breaks into the mainstream,
these pioneers face an industry full of challenges.
This is an extract of Skyhook Wireless’ eBook: How
Technology is Fueling the Wearable Revolution

adding location data and reducing form factor. Complete user
experiences go a step further, adding rich layers of contextual
information to fit more precisely into users’ lifestyles. The
Year of Wearables may as well be called the Year of Natural
Selection.

Location completes user data loop & improves usability
The ease and flexibility of adding device sensors like
accelerometers, gyroscopes, and compasses to wearables

has driven an explosion of fitness wearables and apps.
The wearable technology market is packed with competition.
By 2017, the global market for health and fitness wearables
alone will reach 170 million devices, according to
ABI research.
Unlike smartwatches and smartglasses, which typically
establish persistent Bluetooth connections with mobile
devices, fitness devices usually collect data and periodically
sync with a smartphone. Users view their activity levels

Introduction

Image: Chrisharvey | Dreamstime Stock Photos

Every week, a new smartwatch receives funding on
Kickstarter, a new connected fitness band emerges from a
Fortune 100 tech manufacturer and an Ivy League dropout in
a garage in Southern California takes aim at Google Glass.
The wearable market is already worth $3 to $5 billion today,
according to a report by Credit Suisse. In the next two to three
years it is expected to be a $30 to $50 billion market.

new wearables... adding rich layers of contextual information to fit
more precisely into users’ lifestyles
With so much competition in the market, the most
daunting challenge wearable manufacturers will face is
differentiating their devices.
The winners in the market will make products that users
can’t live without, like today’s smartphones. Better user
experiences start with the basics like increasing battery life,
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Context is key
Mark Gorelick, director of Product Science & Innovation at
MIO Global says, “Location-based data has a real opportunity
to enhance healthy lifestyle wearables by categorizing daily
activity into a relevant contextual story.”
A truly intelligent device will know the difference between
taking 6,000 steps on a treadmill and running 3 miles in a
park, on a beach, or in a hilly neighborhood.
“I believe that this type of journaling of daily life promotes
engagement as well as providing richer notifications, social
interconnectedness, motivational encouragement and
lifestyle awareness,” says Gorelick.
Social networks like Nike+ and the FitBit community
bring unprecedented social competition to fitness with
leaderboards and weekly challenges. But social workout
features shouldn’t be quarantined to the digital world. They
can exist in the real world too: recommended workout spots
from the local community, social gym buddy programs and
running route time competitions.
None of that is possible without device-level location:
fitness bands and clothing that know where they are when
an activity is recorded, without relying on a mobile phone
passing lat/long coordinates over Bluetooth.

experience primary.”
The market is flooded with wearable fitness bands, smart
clothing and the accompanying mobile apps. Only the
strongest device manufacturers will survive — the ones
that best fit into their users’ lifestyles. Doing so requires
knowledge of user context, and device-level location is the
key to unlocking it.

Wearable devices and WiFi
Of all the methods available for wirelessly transferring data
from one device to another, companies in the wearable
industry have chosen Bluetooth as their frequency of
choice. Bluetooth chips are inexpensive, and establishing

a connection over Bluetooth consumes less battery power
than the alternatives.
Unfortunately, devices can only access location data
over Bluetooth when paired with another device that has
GPS, WiFi, or a cellular connection. The good news is that
while wearable developers hold onto battery life with
white knuckles, they don’t have to sacrifice it for location
features.
It’s true that establishing a WiFi connection consumes
more device battery life than establishing a Bluetooth
connection. How much more depends on innumerable
factors like the size of data transfer and applications
running simultaneously. However, by adding WiFi chips,

Image: © Błażej Łyjak | Dreamstime.com

once their device connects to their mobile app, which pairs
that activity with primitive location data from the mobile
device. However, location data at the device level provides
an extremely valuable context layer that elevates the user
experience of fitness devices.
The real opportunity for the next generation of fitness
bands and smart clothing lies in colouring in the user
experience with the contextual story around fitness activity.

features

complete user experiences go a step further, adding rich layers of
contextual information to fit more precisely into users’ lifestyles
Recon CPO Shane Luke says, “When you know where you
were when something happened, you can usually infer or
remember a tremendous amount of related things about
that experience, which makes the data secondary, and the
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GPS & wearables
Using WiFi scans to surmise location data is a method
frequently used by mobile phones, and one that wearables
should take advantage of too.

the market is flooded with wearable fitness bands, smart clothing
and the accompanying mobile apps. Only the strongest device
manufacturers will survive.
If your device has a Bluetooth-only chip, you need to
add another chip to use our system, or switch to a combo
chip. A combo chip is the best option for size, cost, and
power and is less disruptive to the device design in terms
of footprint and board space.
Image: © Samsung. Gear Fit.

What’s next for the wearables industry?
Many manufacturers rushed to market early with minimum

features

viable products, valuing speed to market over long-term
vision. In 2014, we’ll see the wearables expand their
capabilities and begin to compete on user experience. Better
user experience means integrating into users lives and
developing ways for them to interact with the 3rd party apps
they already know and love. Soon consumers will expect
much of the same functionality from their wearable device
as they do from their smartphones, and location will play a
crucial role in delivering it.
Click to download the full eBook: “How Technology is Fueling the
Wearable Revolution”.
In 2003, Skyhook pioneered the development of the Wi-Fi
Positioning System to provide precise and reliable location results
in urban areas. Today, Skyhook’s Precision Location provides
positioning to tens of millions of consumer mobile devices and
applications. For more information, visit www.skyhookwireless.

Multimedia Information & Technology Volume 40 Number 1
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wearables, like all mobile phones can retrieve location
by scanning for nearby WiFi networks without ever
connecting to one.
When using WiFi in this way for location, it is using
significantly less power than when using it for data
transmission. Many Bluetooth chips on the market today,
including the Broadcom BCM43142, have combined
Bluetooth and WiFi capabilities.
By using these existing WiFi chips, or by adding an
additional low-cost part, wearables, like mobile phones
can retrieve location by scanning for nearby WiFi networks
without ever connecting to one. Wearables powered by
these chips simply need to switch on their already built in
WiFi scanners to get location.
Compared to using WiFi for data transmission, using
it only to do an occasional scan every few minutes
contributes a negligible amount to your device’s battery
consumption.
May 2014
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Audio and the modern library & information professional
In a world where video-based
content is fast becoming the
dominant online medium, it’s
easy to forget that audio is
still as accessible, relevant and
engaging as ever. In this article,
Claire Beecroft, an information
specialist from the School of
Health and Related Research
(ScHARR) at the University of
Sheffield, argues that modern
library and information professionals need to be wired
for sound…

the podcast as a slightly outdated online medium, in fact the
world of podcasting continues to thrive and flourish.

Five key benefits of audio
1. Audio is ideal for the camera-shy
Audio is an ideal medium for those of us who are a little

camera shy, and are nervous about appearing visually
online. If you would like to make videos but are too nervous,
producing audio content is a great way to start and build
confidence. It’s easy to practice your delivery and listening
back to recordings is very revealing about how you use your
voice, and how you sound! This can enhance not only your

Image: Image by David Jones: www.flickr.com/photos/davidcjones/used via CC BY 2.0

Introduction
In my role as an information specialist and university teacher,
I have become increasingly involved in the creation of
multimedia content for a variety of purposes. This includes
promoting the library and information service, generating
tutorials for information skills and digital literacy, applying
for conferences, promoting online courses and providing
feedback to students.

a mobile recording app on my iPad enables me to speak my
message, then send it via email as an MP3 from within the app
While I have gained a lot of experience producing videos,
and still value this fantastic medium for communication,
I think there’s still a strong case to be made for the use of
audio.
When we think of audio and the web, the first word that
might spring to mind is “podcast”. What some might think of

the world of podcasting continues to thrive and flourish
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future audio recordings, but your ‘live’ delivery as well, so it’s
well worth taking the time to record some short pieces, if only
to have a chance to hear yourself as others hear you.
2. Audio files are small(ish)
Audio files are much smaller than video files, making storage
easier and downloading less draining on precious download
limits for users, especially on mobile devices where users may
have to choose carefully what they ‘spend’ their download
allowance on.
It also makes it easier to share files with others as many
audio files are still small enough to send as an email
attachment; something that is often impossible with video.
This makes distributing your audio content widely a much
easier prospect.
3. Audio is mobile
Audio is a mobile medium; while its not realistic for our
users to watch video while walking to work, audio is a great
medium for learning on-the-go, and can be accessed during
times when other mediums are not accessible. As we become
increasingly aware of how we use our time, being able to
access content on-the-go can be a real bonus to users.
It is also very easy to create audio content on mobile
devices using apps such as Audioboo, meaning that content
creation is not tied to a particular computer, or even to our
office/work environments.
4. Audio is engaging
Audio gives precious meaning and context to our words that
is often lost in print-based communication; this is especially
useful when delivering feedback or communicating negative
messages in more engaging and humane way, but is an
enhancement to pretty much anything you might want to say
in print.
We have a tendency to be more economical with words
in print, but in audio we can flesh out things in a way that
gives our message meaning and value beyond the words
themselves.
5. Audio is free (or at least v.cheap!)

Multimedia Information & Technology Volume 40 Number 1

recently Turnitin added an embedded feature allowing easy recording of an ‘audio comment’ of up to three minutes
Recording and sharing audio can be incredibly
easy and accessible. There are several free or very
low-cost apps for mobile devices that allow you to
record, edit upload and share audio content.
My three favourites are Audioboo,
VoiceRecorderHD and Audacity:
•
Audioboo (www.audioboo.fm) is available
for iOS and Android and allows users to record up
to 10 minutes of audio. This can then be uploaded
to the Audioboo site and embed code can be
copied and pasted into any webpage, allowing
your audio content to be easily placed wherever
you want.
I’ve used Audioboo both on my tablet and
smartphone and found the quality to be excellent,
providing I can record somewhere quiet. Obviously
a better microphone will further enhance quality,
but don’t let a lack of ‘specialist’ equipment put you
off; it is really not necessary.
•
Many audio apps pose difficulties in that
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email an MP3 file to yourself or anyone else.
MP3 is the most widely accessible audio format across
mobile platforms, so it’s a useful tool if you need to
share your recordings with others but are not sure which

features

high-quality audio files, integrating content from
multiple recordings including spoken work and music,
for a professional result.
Download it for free at http://audacity.sourceforge.net/

I can post to a blog quickly and reactively, with my ideas still fresh in my mind, if I record an audio blog post instead of waiting until I can find
the time to write one

•

use of audio can help get round the issue of how much content can
be posted to social media platforms such as Twitter

•

they produce audio files in obscure formats, but
VoiceRecorderHD (http://eapps.pro/app/voice-recorderhd-full-featured-iphone-ipad-recorder/ £1.49 on iOS, free
on Android) allows you to record your video and then
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devices they own.
Finally, try as you might to record your audio with no
coughs, sneezes or mumbling, sometimes you’ll need
to edit a recording. For that, I can heartily recommend
Audacity, a long-standing and much-loved audio
recording and editing suite for your Mac or PC.
It is pretty simple to use and allows you to create very

audio provides an easy inroad to producing multimedia content and
can add a valuable human aspect to a range of online content

Five ways to try audio
1. Feedback
At ScHARR we have been using the plagiarism-detection
tool Turnitin for submission of all assessed work and for
feedback for over two years. More recently Turnitin added
an embedded feature allowing easy recording of an ‘audio
comment’ of up to three minutes to enhance the existing
feedback features such as text comments, grades and rubrics.
Feedback is an area where tone of voice can add significant
meaning and interpretation, and could be the difference
between a student being dispirited by their feedback, or
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being motivated to do better. A recent workshop I attended
at Sheffield Hallam University confirmed my own experience
that giving feedback via audio is faster, more thorough and
more enjoyable than providing written feedback, and is much
valued by students who may be more motivated to listen
to audio feedback than to read written feedback, though a
recent blog post I stumbled across served as a reminder that
not all students welcome such significant change:

introduction. This gives you an opportunity to bring a more
human element to conventional material, and to give it
some context.
I have used audio to introduce learning materials in an
online course I deliver to Masters students, giving them
the chance to have more of a sense of my presence as the
tutor, and for me to introduce the materials more effectively;
hopefully motivating them to work through it all.

2. Promote a service or resource
Having been involved in the development of MOOC (massive
open online course) last year, I made use of a wide variety
of social and online media to promote the course and
encourage people to sign up.
While some social platforms such as Twitter restrict how
much content can be posted, I used audio to help get round
this issue.
Using Audioboo to create a short podcast describing the
course and its aims was a great way of enabling me to get
more mileage out of social media postings and ‘add value’ to
them. This worked very well, with the ‘boo’ having had over
6,200 listens so far.

5. Send audio email
This one might sound strange, but I often find that I am more
brief in emails than I sometimes want to be, simply because I
can’t face typing a long message.
Recently I have used a mobile recording app on my iPad
(Voice Recorder HD, iTunes,£1.49) which enables me to speak
my message, then send it via email as an MP3 from within
the app.
It means I can say all that I want to say, with all the benefits
of ‘tone of voice’, and much more quickly and efficiently that
by typing. Obviously the recipient of the email needs to be
able to play an MP3 file, and they need headphones, but
within my own organisation this is increasingly the norm, and
I do think carefully about who I send an audio email to. It’s a
niche use of audio, but one that I plan to use more in future.

3. Produce an audio blog post
Blogging is an incredibly popular medium these days, but
finding time to regularly post to a blog can be difficult when
you have more urgent work issues to deal with. I have found
that I can post to a blog quickly and reactively, with my ideas
still fresh in my mind, if I record an audio blog post instead of

Conclusion

make online written-word content more engaging and appealing
with an audio introduction
waiting until I can find the time to write one.
Tools such as Audioboo are ideal for this. I first used
audio blogging to record a post for the ScHARR Library
Blog, reflecting on (appropriately enough) a workshop I had
attended on audio feedback. I recorded the blog post the day
after the event while my head was still buzzing from all the
audio projects I’d heard about.
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Once I recorded the blog post I was able to cut and paste
embed code from Audioboo into the blog, enabling
blog readers to listen to the post using the embedded
audio player.
4. Use audio as an ‘introduction’ to conventional material
You may already have online written-word content that
could be made more engaging and appealing with an audio

Audio provides an easy inroad to producing multimedia
content and can add a valuable human aspect to a range of
online content. Its usually possible to produce audio content
at zero-cost, providing you have a smartphone, tablet or
a microphone headset for your computer — a significant
consideration at a time when budgets are stretched to
the limit.
For those nervous about producing video, audio provides
an excellent first-step, and an opportunity to experiment with
multimedia content production and gain vital confidence. So
many forms of written content can be enhanced by the depth
and context that the human voice can provide — go on, give
it a try!
Claire can be contacted on c.beecroft@sheffield.ac.uk
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Getting to know your users for effective e-moderation
Jonathan Bishop, BSc (Hons)
in Multimedia Studies and
MScEcon in Information
Systems is author of the book
Examining the Concepts, Issues
and Implications of Internet
Trolling. He highlights the
key characteristics of online
users and some strategies
e-moderators can use to ensure
online interactions run smoothly
Introduction
One of the most important parts of running any library or
information service on the internet is knowing who your users
are. One need not have the users one would want — who
engage without conflict — but it is important to understand
those users that one has got and how to make the best with
those subscribers who play or want to play an active role.
I have found in my research that users fall into four
categories of poster, which each have three sub-types
whose behaviour can vary depending on who else is
in the community and how they are treated by them.
Understanding these different types of users can make
e-moderating that much easier to administer.

Lolcows
Image: supplied by the author

You will be able to easily recognise the Lolcow. These
users want to be the centre of attention, but all too often
this ends up being for the wrong reason. The person who
thinks they know it all and who gets a sense of importance
from proving others wrong usually ends up being made to
look a fool. Called ‘Big Men’, the community can often be

understanding these different types of users can make e-moderating
that much easier to administer.
Multimedia Information & Technology Volume 40 Number 2
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Image: © Rawpixelimages | Dreamstime.com

united in hatred of them. But do not mistake someone who
is enthusiastic with being a Big Man. Sometimes users will
bully those who are smart or able because they are what that
person wants to be but cannot be.
Another type of Lolcow is the ‘Chatroom Bob’. Named
after ‘Uncle Bob’ for a type of person who would go into a
chatroom to ask for explicit photos, these users always have
ulterior motives. Whether it is the stereotypical male joining a
biology class to be among more women, these users focus on
number one — which in their mind is them.
The final type of Lolcow is the ‘Ripper’. This type of user is
always seeking attention and will put themselves down in
order to get it. When they ask for help it is not because they
want to learn, but to get a sense of importance by turning all
suggestions down.

Haters
The Hater is perhaps the easiest to picture of the problematic
users that can exist online, but if dealt with carefully can
actually add to the online communities they are part of.
The Snert is the most challenging. Standing for ‘snottynosed egotistical rude twit’, these users feel they have
been dealt a raw deal in life and resent those who are
accomplished and successful. However, they can be some of
the most easy to motivate. These no-hopers are often swayed
if equality is promoted and they are the ones benefiting
from such inclusivity, which they feel lacking of in other parts
of their life. If they feel they are getting treated fairly their
attitude will change from resentment to engagement.

Lolcows want to be the centre of attention, but all too often this ends
up being for the wrong reason
Another type of Hater, the E-Venger, has a score to settle,
and it need not always be with another person. E-Vengers
will take courses that give them the chance to right a wrong,
which may be as simple as doing something they felt unable
to do before breaking up with a long-term partner. E-Vengers
can be easily motivated in this regard. If they feel taking part
in a task will emotionally help them get one over on whoever
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or whatever is troubling them, they will likely do it.
The final type of Hater is the Iconoclast, who is the most
mischievous of this group. If you were to organise a debate
on Christianity or Atheism, the Iconoclast would be the one
putting points of view that are opposite to what either the
tutor or other users want to hear.
This is called ‘mind-hooking’ as the user hooks onto others’
rigid beliefs and then cunningly makes them doubt them
strongly. Iconoclasts are ideally suited to those debates where
one might want to provoke alternative ways of thinking, as
they will be able to make things that are black and white
appear in shades of grey and vice versa.

Eyeballs
Eyeballs are the users which ultimately a provider of an online
community or course least want. They include Lurkers, Elders

and Trolls.
In the case of Lurkers, these are the users who one rarely
sees take part, often called ‘sponges’ or ‘freeloaders’ by some
people who provide online learning. On bulletin boards they
make up around 90% of users and on Wikis around 99%. It is,
however, recommended that all users lurk to see how things
work first, before de-lurking when they dip their toes in.
Lurkers are the least disruptive, but the most difficult to
engage, so activities like opinion polls and questionnaires,
where their contributions are anonymous, are useful options.
Elders are those that have been in a community a long
time and are often looking for a way out. They will provoke
arguments to try to find a reason to be pushed rather
than jump.
They can, however, help the Lurkers become part of the
community by posting a comment that even the most
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reality. MHBFY Jennies can assist e-moderators with the
users who feel victimised by others, letting them know that
someone in the same group as them cares.

Conclusions
The number of different types of user in one’s online
information or library service can be an advantage or a

Bzzzters
Bzzzters get their name from quiz shows where when
a contestant gets something wrong a ‘buzz’ sound is
made. This is not just because they post inaccurate
information, but because their casual and sometimes
off-topic posts are most likely to provoke the other
types of user by bringing out the worst in them,
especially the Lolcows.
The Flirts are not the sexually motivated users
one might expect, who in fact are the ‘Chatroom
Bobs’, but are the users who enjoy sharing their
experiences with others. They will drop in an
anecdote that will be supportive of what someone
says, and relay stories they think relevant, even if it
they are not always so.
The Wizards may often be the ones likely to be
teacher’s pet — as they will be the ones creating the
most content and being enthusiastic about what
they are learning. They can often drown out other
users, however, who might react in an unproductive
way. A Wizard can easily turn into an E-Venger or
Iconoclast if others try to push them out.
The final kind of Bzzzter is the MHBFY Jenny,
which stands for My Heart Bleeds for you Jenny,
and is named after Jenny Preece who wrote the
seminal article ‘Empathic Communities’. These users
will say anything to try to keep the peace, however
inaccurate.
They can rile users who want sincerity, such as the Snerts,
by saying things to be supportive which clearly do not reflect
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keeping a sense of community where all feel able
to participate.
It is clear that all users need their contributions
welcomed to feel a sense of importance and appreciation
and thus e-moderators need to be careful not to make
users feel criticised by deleting their contributions
unnecessarily.
The motivations for participating in an
information service by different users can be
diverse:
•
Haters will often participate to get a
sense of justice
•
Lolcows take part to be the centre of
attention
•
Bzzzters take part so they can get heard
•
And Eyeballs like to see what is going on
without getting too involved.
Managing these different aims and objectives
can be challenging for e-moderators as avoiding
the conflicts that arise when they are not mutually
compatible between users can be difficult. An
e-moderator can use this to their advantage,
however, by observing the interactions between
users and making use
of their strengths and not just focussing on
their weaknesses.
Even if users may seem problematic to the
administrators of a website, they should consider
whether they are being disruptive or whether
such expectations of them do not match what is
necessary to achieve what the online community
set out to achieve, which is likely to include
increasing a sense
of community.

weakness. Knowing how to bring the best out of users
through effective e-moderating can be seen as essential to

Image: © Volksgrafik | Dreamstime.com

reserved of Lurkers feel they must respond to - sometimes
called ‘trolling for newbies.’
The Trolls, whilst an almost identically worded to the
‘trolls’ one might see in the media, can make or break a
community. They are driven by a need to be humorous and
will often post things at the opportune moment that will have
everyone in hysterics. The fact that they, like all Eyeballs, wait
for the opportune moment to post, means that an
e-moderator will have to learn to deal with the more
inappropriate comments the Trolls might make.

features

Jonathan can be contacted on jbishop@crocels.com
He is the CEO of the information technology, arts,
law and science partnership, Crocels.
Jonathan’s book ‘Examining the Concepts, Issues and
Implications of Internet Trolling’ is published by IGI Global
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Altmetrics: applications to help academics promote, share &
measure their impact beyond citations
•

•
•

If they are lucky the paper is accepted, usually with
amendments
The paper is, in time, published in the journal and is
searched for by another potential author

How do library and information professionals fit in with
altmetrics?

What are altmetrics?
A term you may have seen increasingly over the last couple of
years is that of altmetrics. Altmetrics is the alternative system
for measuring research impact.
Research impact is currently measured using the
journal impact factor and has been done so for over half
a century. One of the problems with the existing form of
measurement is that it does not take into account the many
new methods of communication and dissemination, most
notably social media.
Altmetrics works in various ways from measuring to
research outputs to promoting them, something the
traditional journal models had not done very well. There
are some who believe altmetrics are merely supplements
to the existing system and others who think in time it will
replace it entirely. Nevertheless, there is very litt le doubt that
altmetrics, alongside developments such as open access and
MOOCs are making many question existing modes of delivery
and measurement.
If you are not too sure what what the existing model of
research output is, it is as follows:
•
An author submits a paper to review for a journal
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Many in the LIS profession are already involved in various
processes aligned to academic publication measurement and
impact such as bibliometrics, open access publishing and the
traditional impact factor. Given also that many in the library
and information sector are keen users of social media and
blogging, it makes good sense for them to aid their academic
colleagues and investigate this development more.
The harsh reality is that by expecting all academics to
embrace the model of altmetrics this very minute, we would
be waiting for a very long time.

Barriers to change

altmetrics... an alternative system for measuring research impact

Altmetrics, as with any supplementary system takes time to
investigate, setup and manage. There are many academics
willing to do this for themselves, but they are in the minority.
Various factors prevent a change in culture, one being
the existing culture and the belief that existing modes of
measurement and kudos work fine, especially for academics
who have made a name for themselves based on it, so why
change that?
Also there are the technical barriers. Given that altmetrics
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Andy Tattersall, information
specialist at ScHARR at the
University of Sheffield explains
why alternative methods for
measuring research impact
are becoming increasingly
important — and how
information professionals can
help academics to get to grips
with the different processes

If they are lucky the research is cited in the new author’s
own research paper — so on and so forth, the cycle of
research.
These citations increase the author and journal’s kudos and
impact based over time, but do not include other works an
author may own such as textbooks, handbooks, blog posts,
videos and podcasts.
More importantly, the impact factor does not stretch
beyond the realm of academia or even the faculties that exist
within it.
Altmetrics are an attempt to address these various issues
although are not without their own failings, such as being open
to bias and self-citation — as existing journal impacts are.

measuring research impact beyond citations

library and information professionals have the ability to adapt to
change, especially technological change
Next there is the real issue of time, academics are busy
people and for senior ones, putting time into altmetrics may
not been seen as a good investment. For many academics
they need to be assured that a new technology or way of
working has clear benefits, as their time is precious and there
are many new ways of working, and many new technologies,
some of which can result in a waste of time and effort.
So this is where the library and information professional
comes in, not that they have much spare time, but what
they do have is ability to adapt to change, especially
technological change.
Many LIS professionals are at the forefront of MOOCs, open
access and social media, altmetrics are just part of
this change.
Library and information professionals have the ability to
act as agents of change and by understanding the idea of
altmetrics, assessing what the benefits and pitfalls are
and giving best advice and support to the researchers they
work with.

Altmetrics technologies
The many tools that the various altmetric platforms measure
fall under the social media banner, most notably:
•
Facebook likes
•
Twitter tweets
•
LinkedIn mentions
•
Mendeley Reads.
Mendeley sits apart from the aforementioned list as despite
hosting a social network, it is not its sole reason for existing as
it is mainly a reference management application. Mendeley’s
close affiliation with the tools mentioned later in this article
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is that Mendeley comes from the same ethos of altmetrics by
offering a different way to measure academic impact.
When a user adds a paper to their Mendeley database it
compiles this data to provide a list of most-read papers. This
does not mean they have been cited elsewhere in a peerreviewed journal but provides an insight into what academics
are finding interesting (not necessarily good research) or
which are the current hot topics.
This article seeks to highlight the actual altmetric tools
that do the hard work of collating these social shares and
then presenting them in their various ways. It is important
to note at this stage, certainly from my own experience, that

altmetrics are embraced by different communities at different
levels.

Altmetrics leaders
It very much seems that the majority of those pushing
altmetrics forward are coming from the scientific
communities. Many of those who have set up altmetric
companies are from information and computing science
backgrounds.
Whilst those embracing altmetrics also seem to be coming
from similar backgrounds in the wider scientific community,
they tend to be from a community that also embraces open
access, open data and overall sharing of research outputs
beyond the confines of academic journals.

Altmetric.com
Altmetric.com trawls the web for mentions of scholarly
research via newspapers, blogs, social media and much more.
It then presents the data in the form of a colourful doughnut
made up of intertwining bands.
Each band corresponds with a publishing or social network
platform, such as Mendeley and how many times someone
has saved that particular publication you are measuring
or how many times it has been tweeted. The more times
something is shared, the wider that particular colour band
becomes.
Altmetric.com promotes research outputs to three different
audiences:
1. Firstly publishers can use the Altmetric.com API to
discover what is being said and shared relating to their
published journal articles. It is important to note that
until quite recently, most journals did not even have
RSS functionality to allow interested parties to be kept
informed of new publications.
2. The second audience is you, the reader, the library and
information professional. Altmetric.com again allows
users to track article-level metrics for your own institution
which in turn gives a bigger picture of your department’s
research output.
3. Finally the researcher benefits from Altmetric.com as it
can be employed as a discoverability tool and as it helps
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are a new way of measuring content on platforms many
academics actively avoid, such as blogs, Twitter and
Facebook, it is unlikely they will see the benefits of venturing
into areas aligned with open technologies and social
networks.

features

measuring research impact beyond citations

features

researcher discover scholarly articles in their field of
interest. In addition also helps monitor their academic
impact beyond the traditional journal model.

Figshare
Figshare allows users to upload their data in a citable,
searchable and shareable manner. The ethos behind Figshare
is simple; once data is uploaded it is shared under the most
liberal Creative Commons licence, waiving copyright where
possible. This allows researchers to share and discover new
data on the platform from around the world with no or
little barriers.
Again like the other platforms in the article, much of the
driving force was the idea that it was not just journal articles
that mattered, but also datasets. Anything uploaded to
Figshare is given a DOI (Digital Object Identifier) at the point
it is published, this allows the item to be cited regardless
of what form the research comes in. The research is then
published under a Creative Commons BY license.

ImpactStory
Like Altmetric.com, ImpactStory allows researchers to
explore their various research outputs alongside the
traditional products such as journal articles. The alternative
data ImpactStory explores include datasets, blog posts and
software.
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altmetric tools do the hard work of collating these social shares and
then presenting them in their various ways... it’s not just journal
articles that matter but also datasets
The theory behind ImpactStory is that researchers can
tell data-driven stories about their research. The platform is
again aligned with the ethos of open access and reusing and
sharing academic content. Users can create comprehensive
impact reports formed from their datasets, software, slides
and other research products.
It allows researchers to see how many times their work has
been downloaded, bookmarked and blogged.
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Mendeley
Much has been written about Mendeley and its ability to store
and discover research.
In addition it has a social element in that it allows you to
build Facebook-type connections and communities based
around research fields.

altmetrics is a supplementary or a potential successor to the current
measurements of impact

Image: © Alphaspirit | Dreamstime.com

It is also an altmetric in that as previously mentioned it can
show which papers are being saved in user’s collections. In
theory, the more people save a paper in their collection, the
more notable it is perceived to be.
In most cases we can assume popular papers are good
examples of research, although it can be an example of a bad
piece of research. One example being Andrew Wakefield’s
fraudulent research paper on the MMR vaccine which was
later retracted from the The Lancet, but has over 260 readers
within Mendeley. This is most likely to be due to its notoriety
rather than its quality.
Nevertheless, Mendeley does offer a useful insight into
which papers are popular and more than that it drills down
into the respective disciplines who are saving them, their
academic status and where they are based in the world.

Academics behind altmetrics
One thing that ties these last three platforms together is who
is behind them. They are all driven by early career researchers
who have completed or are in the process of completing their
doctorates and all of the company founders have academic
backgrounds.
It is fair to say that this background has helped shaped
what altmetrics is, which is to develop an supplementary
or to some extent a potential successor to the current
measurements of impact. These measurements have the
potential to go beyond just journal citations and capture
everything worthwhile that is being written, said, shared and
saved to do with you and your academic’s research.
In the past year all four applications have gained major
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leverage and support from everyone from Google to
Macmillan Publishers. Elsevier’s purchase of Mendeley was
not met entirely with open arms from the open access and
altmetric communities, yet one year on Mendeley appears to
still be the same company it was and, if anything, the furore
about the purchase has helped bring the topic of altmetrics
to a bigger community.
Andrew can be contacted on a.tattersall@sheffield.ac.uk

Altmetrics Links
www.altmetric.com/
http://figshare.com/
https://impactstory.org/
www.mendeley.com/
Further reading about Altmetrics
http://altmetrics.org/manifesto/
http://digital-scholarship.org/alt/altmetrics.htm
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Libraries without walls: the library of the future

While the traditional library still holds a number of
benefits for staff and students alike, investment in digital
libraries is increasing.
According to a Jisc and RLUK survey last year,
academics spend far less time in the physical library than
the virtual one.

the design of a digital library will invariably involve a number
of different stakeholders, each of whom will have very different
opinions and experience
Only 2 percent of the 3,500 UK academics surveyed
start their research with a visit to the library building. With
access to a wide selection of high quality digital formats
of original material from various sources, students are also
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starting to rely more heavily on their institution’s digital
library.
With this in mind, what should universities do before
they embark on the digitisation of their library system?

Identify your needs
Universities need to first establish what they want to
achieve from their digital library. The better you’re able to
identify your needs, the better you’re able to translate this
to your chosen design agency before the project begins.

only 2 percent of the 3,500 UK academics surveyed start their
research with a visit to the library building
The next step is to consider who will be involved in
the development process; will this be a combination of
librarians, technicians and university academics? Will you
also involve students?
Ensure all parties are clear on what each will be doing
and identify the end goal of the project. This is especially
important if you want your library to offer an elaborate
collection.

Planning
It’s important to note that careful planning is required
with such a complex project. Deadlines are necessary
but it’s often better to adopt a more iterative approach.
What’s more, the design of a digital library will invariably
involve a number of different stakeholders, each of whom
will have very different opinions and experience.
A good plan should be focused on the needs of the
users, so it is essential that everyone involved in the
process understands what their tasks are and how they fit
into the overall plan.
There are some general design patterns to successfully
deliver a collection online but you have to look at each
one on its particular merits; for example some collections
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As information technologies
continue to evolve, so does
the role of the library. Today
libraries are redesigning
services to satisfy the
changing information needs
of their users.
In the education sector,
academics and students
are no longer satisfied with
only printed materials, they
require dynamic digital supplements alongside
these. Cue the digital library.
Momentous in both education and research, the
digital library can provide access to many knowledge
networks around the world, which enhances the
student experience and is a necessary component for
any type of research.
Robert Pinfold, managing director at digital design
and development agency Mickey & Mallory, shares
his advice on best practice design of digital libraries

digital library design

Work with an agency that understands data
You must find an agency that understands data and the best
methods to discover and showcase it.
Universities need to ensure their agency
understands what types of data they are going
to get and be clear on what they want the end
result to look like. It’s important that the user
finds it easy to navigate their way through
the library, so universities need to bear this in
mind when finalising the structure, design and
presentation with their agency.
It’s important an agency understands data
at a technical level, but higher education
institutions need to use designers who can
understand and visualise the information. For
this kind of project it’s highly unlikely that an
agency is going to be working in isolation,
so universities need to invest in one that can
work with the various departments and people
involved in the process.

Design element
Although agencies are creating collections of
academic data and resources, it is still possible
for them to incorporate eye-catching and
effective design as well as deliver complex
functionality. Essentially though, a wellconceived digital library allows users to find the
information they need quickly and effectively.
Access to a wealth of information is crucial in
education. Moreover, with an increasing trend
for online learning, students expect to be able
to gain access to books and journals off campus.
Digital libraries can be used to host a wide
selection of resources so it makes sense for
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universities to offer this resource to staff and students.
This can certainly be a strong differentiator for prospective
undergraduates when it comes to deciding on their university
of choice.
Another benefit to Further and Higher Education
Institutions maintaining digital collections, is the ability to
preserve old documents. If an institution has very old files,
maps or manuscripts, they tend to be locked away. Not only

will old records diminish and fade but sometimes you need to
make appointments to see some of these documents. Having
them preserved digitally helps to protect and maintain them
for life.
The role of the digital library is now becoming much
more significant and isn’t just about preserving important
documents; it’s about making the world’s cultural and
scientific heritage accessible.
Robert Pinfold can be contacted via
www.mickeyandmallory.com or Tel: 0161 956 8966

Case study: London School of Economics
Requirement: Design and develop a new user
interface to house the Charles Booth Collection,
making it possible for researchers and historians
to discover, search and explore the collection.
Process: To create a digital library for the London
School of Economics’ Charles Booth Archive.
Outcome: “Mickey & Mallory helped us to realise
our ambitions to build a unified access point
for our digital collections. Working with our
technical and collections teams, they steered
us through conceptualisation of the service,
prototyped the information architecture,
produced the visual design and ultimately
delivered web templates for us
to implement.
“Their service was engaged throughout and
the various aspects of their involvement — both
design and technical — worked well together
and with our internal stakeholders. We feel that
the ultimate product is a world-class design for
the public access point to our digital library.”
Ed Fay, digital library manager, London School of
Economics
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have a strong geographical bias and can benefit from having
the results displayed on a map.
Consideration also has to be given, wherever possible, to
any future plans to add additional collections or information
to the site.

features

TV and radio brings subjects to life
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All about BoB - national TV & radio for educational use
In February 2014, the British
Universities Film & Video Council
(BUFVC) and Jisc announced
the expansion of the popular
BoB national TV and radio
off-air recording service for
educational use.
The service now provides
access to over one million TV
and radio programmes for
subscribers to use under the
terms of the ERA licence(s).
The enhanced collection of available programmes has
been provided as part of an innovative collaboration
between BUFVC, Jisc and the BBC to improve access to
a wide range of licensed materials for teachers, scholars
and students within the UK. Ian Mottashed, marketing
director at Cambridge Imaging Systems, explains how
it happened

explosion of digital television and radio, as well as other
content available online.

About BUFVC
The BUFVC is a charity and membership organisation, which
has championed the use of moving image, sound and related

video can bring academic subjects to life, transporting students
outside the confines of the classroom

media in further and higher education since it was founded
in 1948.
As part of its activities, the BUFVC records, catalogues and
aggregates material from a diverse range of audiovisual
sources, including recording 10 UK TV and radio channels
24/7 from as far back as 1998, for use in learning, teaching
and research.
Members of the BUFVC, holding the ERA licence (permitting
the use of broadcast output for education), are able to
request programmes from the library, and will then receive a
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For a long time, video in the classroom has been considered
an important adjunct to traditional teaching methods,
helping students to retain information and understand
concepts more easily.
Video can bring academic subjects to life, transporting
students outside the confines of the classroom — into space,
to engineering projects on the other side of the world or a
journey inside the human body.

over one million TV and radio programmes are available to
subscribers under the terms of the ERA licence(s)
At a higher level, new media is being used as a key source
for research, as graduates, lecturers and post-grad staff
realise the potential for mining digital content. A medialiterate generation is emerging with a desire to reference
and research new areas of information generated by the
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copy of their chosen educational material in the post.

Introducing BoB: Box of Broadcasts
However, in 2007 the BUFVC commissioned an off-air
recording system to augment its existing methods of
recording. The system was called ‘BoB’: Box of Broadcasts. The
technology was provided by Cambridge Imaging Systems,
which had originally developed TV capture technology for
BBC Monitoring in 2002.
The system enabled administrative staff to record and

export programmes from a DVB-T (Freeview) source, and the
digital programme files could be delivered on disk as a digital
file or uploaded over FTP.
Further advances in technology, including the addition of
Cambridge Imaging Systems’ Imagen MAM and a connection
to the UK’s educational network infrastructure (Janet), meant
that by 2009 staff and students of ERA-licensed institutions
were able to access the service online via a web browser.
Users were now able to search or scroll through a seven day
electronic program guide (EPG) menu of broadcast schedules

features

and record any TV or radio programme available via Freeview.
Major channels were also buffered for seven days so users
could catch up on any programmes they’d missed.
Most importantly, any TV or radio programmes that were
recorded were kept in a searchable long-term archive for use
by any subscribing member.
The system became a key component of the BUFVC’s
service to its members, developing an archive of incredible
educational worth. All EPG data was automatically harvested
from recorded programmes and subtitle information was
extracted to provide a rich source of searchable metadata.
Statistics from 2012 showed that the system was streaming
320 programmes per hour, delivering programmes from over
50 channels to 45 HE/FE institutions.
By 2013 it had over 200,000 programmes available for
educational use and became widely known as a key resource
in many departments, streaming video to 35-40,000 unique
users per month.

Upgrading to BoB National
In 2013, the BUFVC and Jisc announced an ambitious upgrade
programme to BoB National. At the same time Jisc and the
BUFVC began to work with the BBC on a large-scale initiative,
the Research and Education Space (RES), seeking to improve
access to a wide range of licensed materials for teachers,
scholars and students within the UK.

Image: © Piotr Adamowicz | Dreamstime.com

all EPG data was automatically harvested from recorded
programmes, and subtitle information extracted, to provide a rich
source of searchable metadata.
The RES project supports Jisc’s goal to increase the scale
and use of digital assets within research and education and
aligns with the BBC’s public purposes of promoting education
and learning, and delivering to the public the benefit of
emerging communications, technologies and services.
The increased number of programmes available in
BoB is the first concrete expression of the RES project and
has enabled users to search and view off-air recordings,
including 800,000 BBC radio and television programmes from
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2007 onwards and almost ten thousand hours of digitised
programmes from ITV, Channel 4 and Five.
The BBC programme metadata catalogue was imported
into the BoB database, so that users were able to see the full
range of BBC programmes available. When a user requests a
programme it is transcoded and made available for viewing in
BoB some time later.

Impressive enhancements
This ability to request BBC programmes broadcast since 2007,
and the additional digitised content from other channels,
provides users with access to over 1 million TV and radio
programmes on PCs and mobile devices.
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improved playlist sharing and user comments are all new features
designed to encourage engagement and debate and to develop
communities of interest around the material on offer
Recording new programmes is also easier than before: users
can search for programmes due to be broadcast in the next
seven days across 60 + channels, or catch up on what they’ve
missed in the extended 30 day buffer. iPad and tablet users
can simply swipe through a timeline of broadcast schedules,
now going back as far as 2007, to choose a programme for
use within their teaching, learning or research.
While the catalogue of programmes available is impressive
enough, the upgraded system has also benefitted from
a range of new features, which had been identified and
requested by the academic community of users.

New features
For example, improved playlist sharing and user comments
are all new features designed to encourage engagement and
debate and to develop communities of interest around the
material on offer.
Users can also create clips from programmes, add
comments and save them as a new learning resource or share
them with other users via social media and/or third party VLEs
(Virtual Learning Environments).
Plus, subtitle information has also been exposed as
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a searchable entity so that users can not only find the
right programme, but will also be able to search within
programmes for specific references.
As the growth in digital video is set to explode across all
aspects of our lives, it’s encouraging to see how key UK higher
and further institutions have shown the flexibility, expertise
and foresight to recognise the educational worth of the
nation’s broadcast content, and invest in the infrastructure

required to deliver this vital resource into our classrooms.
Both students and staff are united in their enthusiasm for the
resource, and both are aware of the value it brings to research
and learning.
Ian can be contacted via ian@cambridgeimaging.com
www.cambridgeimaging.com
http://bobnational.net
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Jisc’s Summer of Student Innovation
In April Jisc, the UK’s expert
on digital technologies for
education and research,
opened registration for this
year’s Summer of Student
Innovation. The competition
offers digitally savvy further
and higher education (FE and
HE) students the chance to
create technology solutions
that could change the
education landscape forever

different FE and HE institutions.
The successful entrants are given opportunities to join
networking workshops with fellow students and experts to
further their ideas. Volunteer education organisations will
trial the technology developed and those products that
are successful will be provided to other interested parties
through sustainable routes.
The winners’ ideas will be showcased later this year to

features

FE and HE IT directors, learning technologists, librarians
and commercial companies, offering them the chance to
learn more about the benefits of these newly developed
technologies.
Commenting on this year’s Summer of Student Innovation,
Andrew McGregor, deputy chief innovation officer at Jisc
said: “Technological developments should not only come
from academics, college and university managers and
organisations operating in the education sector but from the
ground up, enabling an internal and needs-led perspective.”
On the following page we showcase two of the student
projects in development from the 2013 competition.
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The project recognises the importance of giving students
a voice in the way they are taught, learn and live whilst
studying. It aims to develop students’ creative design,
research, entrepreneurial and project management skills.
Successful entrants receive a £5,000 grant from Jisc to
transform their ideas into prototypes and gain a ‘feel’ for their
product or service. The selected students also receive user
feedback so that missing or difficult functionality can be easily
identified and students can go on to develop better solutions
that will potentially be adopted by universities, colleges and
learning providers across the UK.
The Summer of Student Innovation is a Jisc co-design
programme with Research Libraries UK (RLUK); Russell
Universities Group of IT Directors (RUGIT); Society of College,
National and University Libraries (SCONUL); Universities
and Colleges Information Systems Association (UCISA) and
Association for Learning Technology (ALT).
To enter, students had to submit a two - five minute video
pitch on the Jisc Elevator website alongside a short summary
and a 300-500 word description which included details on
the benefits of their idea and its impact on research and
education. To be considered for funding, entrants were
required to hit a target of 500 votes before 30 May 2014;
voting was open to everyone but votes had to come from 15
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Case study: Call for Participants
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Call for Participants is a website application that was designed
to link researchers to potential participants. The challenge for
many researchers is finding people who are willing and with
the appropriate knowledge to participate in their research
trials; providing an easier and more streamlined way for
institutions to engage with their public.
The project, which has already been used by dozens
of universities, was created by Martin Kruusimägi, Daniel
Ratzinger and Matthew Terrell, three PhD students at the
University of Nottingham’s Horizon Digital Economy Research
Institutes.

How does it work?
The site allows researchers to create landing pages and
customise screening questions to recruit exactly the
right participants for their study. The site then sends the
information to anyone who matches the researcher’s criteria.
Call for Participants matches any registered researcher with
a way to source exactly the right participants for their specific
study by customising a range of screening requirements. By
streamlining participation opportunities to a single website,
it makes it straightforward for potential participants to get
involved with research and saves researchers a lot of time and
effort when it comes to recruiting participants.

Advice for other students
Matthew said,“I would advise students to start building your
product. It is much easier to communicate the idea behind
your project if you have something to physically demonstrate.
Having a prototype really helped get our project off the
ground, as we got great feedback from it. I would advise
students to do their research — institutions are so large and
diverse that their idea is bound to be relevant to a particular
department or interest.”

Case study: Call for Participants
Uni-Board is an online noticeboard that provides university
students with a local and convenient platform to advertise
unwanted items for free. The concept was developed by
Matthew Beveridge, a University of Birmingham student.
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Uni-Board is currently in the development stages with
Matthew planning to bring the project to market by Autumn
2014 and looking for universities to pilot the prototype.
Matthew realised that physical noticeboards on university
campuses were not the easiest way to sell and buy items;
they are often untidy and not updated in real time, meaning
students would find that many of the items they were
enquiring about had already been sold weeks earlier.
Matthew explained: “Despite students using technology
frequently in their lives, the university didn’t provide an
online platform in which to exchange these unwanted items.
I created Uni-Board to address that problem and offer a quick
and easy solution to facilitate transactions.”

How does it work?
Unlike national online noticeboards such as Gumtree or
Ebay, Uni-Board is a university-specific service that enables
students to buy and sell relevant items from each other. They

can log-in at any time to search or post items such as sports
equipment and course books, as well as refine the search
according to their requirements.

Advice for other students
Matthew said, “It is important to understand that while your
initial idea may be good, it still is only an idea and will require
plenty of tweaking and evaluating before it works. I had a
very clear business model for Uni-Board but after speaking
with universities, I quickly realised that my initial model
wasn’t going to be sustainable and required re-thinking.
Approaching my project with an open mind and working
with others has meant that I now have a business model I am
confident will work.”
www.jisc.ac.uk/student-innovation
www.jisc.ac.uk/research/projects/call-for-participants
www.jisc.ac.uk/research/projects/uni-board
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Just about 18 months ago, when rumours started to circulate
about a modular phone, sniggers of laughter arose among
most smug mobile technology commentators including
myself. However, recent photos have wiped the grins of our
faces as we see reasonable concepts.
Of course an Ara phone will not compete with the slimline
profile of an Apple iPhone 5 or a Galaxy S5 but it is not as
embarrassing as we feared.
The concept is to provide three differing sized (small to
large) ‘shells’ where modules can be ‘snapped’ into place
providing functionality.
So, for instance, if your camera breaks or you wish to
upgrade in time, then you simply replace that module. Can
we not do that already I hear you cry? Yes, but try getting
your mum to replace the camera in the Apple iPhone 5 while
you instruct her over Skype! But could you see yourself talking
through module replacements in an Ara phone? Quite simply
— yes.
Of course the fact that Google’s Advanced Technology and
Projects Division is behind this gives us hope that it might just
succeed. They have done their homework. They are aware of
the enormous market as they are the ones pushing Android.
Akin to the PC, it is a natural next step in the development
of smartphones which leaves the level of building satisfaction
to the consumer. The concept comes from the established
open hardware system community where ‘hackers’ mix
and match components such as high resolution displays,
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Snap together modular
smartphones: Project Ara

keyboards, GPS, Wireless modules, extra batteries etc. This
advanced process of smartphone development offers real
exciting potentials for consumers to enjoy the possibilities
of creating their own device - and not pay for functionality
not used.
So, you don’t take photos — then swap that out and add an
extra battery. Ok, you don’t use GPS or 4G, then why not add
another battery and hey presto — a phone that has a working
life of seven days!
Dell, for instance, have used this mode of building PCs for
consumers for 20 years now. It simply works. One size does
not fit all anymore in a consumer savvy world. What actually

changed my mind was travelling to Mobile World Congress
2014 in Barcelona and agreeing with the vast majority of
attendees that we have reached a point where no paradigmshaping design is happening right now apart from additional
pixels, larger sizes and more power underneath.
Basically, phone screen sizes cannot get much larger for
practical purposes. Processor speeds are pretty fantastic for
all the number crunching that we do, therefore before long
we may reach an end to the hitherto never-ending race for
added features.
In such a marketplace, a phone like Ara where consumers
feel more secure in how to upgrade specific features “at a
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The difference now, however, is that we move the
customisation away from the “bespectacled engineers”
into the hands of some creative design types so we may be
see some truly spectacular “hacks” making their way into
mainstream phones. Ultimately, with an Ara phone, you
finally have the choice of carrying around a phone with no
‘redundant’ components at all. AS they say, watch this space...
http://motorolaara.com
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WiFi in the sky
United Airlines is launching a new in-flight video-streaming
service in 2014 for iPhone and iPad users which will offer
more than 150 movies and 200 TV shows for free.
The service will initially only be available to mobile
passengers with an iDevice running iOS 7 but it should also
work on laptops via the browser, too. On iOS, users will
need to download the United Airlines app from the Apple
iTunes Store.
Other airlines have been offering locked-down iPads with
preloaded content for some time. It is not the most automatic
system but it is certainly manageable. We can expect to see
this being repeated by European airlines.
Having access to WiFi is becoming more of necessity for
flyers and that can supersede the need to access a carrier’s
in-flight entertainment. Currently, Virgin America is the only
airline offering WiFi on 100 percent of its flights. Southwest
offers WiFi on about 74 percent of flights. Delta provides it on
65 percent of all its flights.
Even if you are lucky enough to get a WiFi enabled flight,
you may struggle to keep your device powered for a long
period but now, some airlines such as Virgin, Delta, American
and United have flights that offer both WiFi and in-seat
outlets to power devices.
Most of the IFE cloud based systems basically use airports
hubs to cache & update their content and then use on-board
WiFi to transmit to mobile devices.
There is little in-flight content interactions with the cloud.
There are good reasons for this as ultimately still, in-flight
connections are often slow and unreliable.
For customers, the prices are high with prices around $25
for a flight per device. This is not going to improve overnight.
Carriers still rely on a network of 3G ground stations
which communicate with the plane as it passes over. Total
bandwidth for the plane can be less than 4MB which would
be classed as ‘poor broadband’ to a person’s home. There is
no way on earth an IFE could hope to download new content
over such a connection.
An alternative mode of providing connection to the cloud

is by satellite.
For instance, using the Ku-band (12-18GHz) satellites would
provide download speeds to the aircraft of around 50Mbps.
In the future, it is expected that more airlines will move to
the Ka-band (26.5-40GHz) satellites, which provide up to 100
times the capacity of regular Ku-band. This then would allow
each passenger to receive a ‘reasonable’ amount of individual
bandwidth.
This year we expect JetBlue to roll out such a service.
This type of service would then make many in-flight
entertainment systems — cloud based or not — superfluous
to need...
www.southwest.com/wifi/
www.united.com/wi-fi
www.virginamerica.com/cms/fly-with-us/
www.jetblue.com/flying-on-jetblue/wifi/
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time they choose” and when we are entering a more austere
time for consumers, could grab significant marketshare.
People are becoming fed up dropping £500 phones down
toilets and cracking screens which cost £200 to replace. Yes,
a phone like this will not only make some inroads in the third
world, but in the first world as well.
The early adopters will be hobbyists and geeks but many of
the more popular tech on display in homes today starts in this
community. We can expect to see a whole new ‘Ara Module
Eco space’ appear. What about the ‘Ara’ store where you
browse through the ‘best camera’ for your particular uses?
At present, you have to simply accept what comes on each
phone even if 80 percent of the components are ideal for you.
Hobbyists choose to customise “because they can”, but now
consumers can also customise.
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Securing your mobile world
There are a number of ways people can better protect
themselves from revealing sensitive information.

Top tip

Protect yourself
For the first time in our history, banks and other financial
institutions are beginning to offload the blame for an account
being hacked onto the customer. They are claiming that
customers should have had greater protection mechanism
in place. For that reason alone, a pin is best practice. It is also
possible to lock a SIM card.
Mobile apps should be obtained via reputable app stores.

Some mobile platforms let you install any and all compatible
applications you find on the web, from any source, while
others restrict the sources you can use to find software.
It is not a good idea to ‘root’ a phone so that other apps
can be installed, as it can lead to an increased likelihood
of installing rogue apps. Therefore it is usually a good idea
to stick with your official app stores when downloading
software.
If you use an iPhone, stick with the Apple App Store, on
Android, use the Play store etc. These stores are not perfect
but overall they are safer than using random software
publishers.
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The most obvious tip is to employ a pincode on the phone.
Surprisingly, only 50 percent of people put a lock code on
their phone therefore any stolen phone can allow thieves to
also burrow into all information on the phone.
Ignoring the identity theft aspect, thieves can access a

person’s online bank account or paypal to transfer money or
buy an online anonymous currency like BitCoin and you will
never see that money again.
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Android users can block the installation of non-Market
applications by unchecking the “Unknown sources” option in
the Android Applications Settings menu on their devices.
A new scam involves free versions of popular apps where
hackers can inject malware into them. A simple way to protect
again bad apps is not to download an app without thousands
of downloads and mostly positive comments.
A key aspect is also to educate users on potential threats
to smartphone security. For instance, the main reason we
tell people to have anti-virus software installed is to protect

against programs designed for phishing — which is trying to
trick people into giving out their personal information.
Several security companies, such as Lookout and Norton,
have free security apps that will claim to protect a phone from
becoming a nest for viruses and trojans.
Security suites on mobile phones are still limited however.
The proper assessment of their capabilities has not really
been carried out. It is well known that phones have been
compromised whilst a leading mobile ‘security suite’ has been
loaded on the phone.

The easiest way to protect yourself is to simply install
the leading well-known apps and to steer clear of ‘recent
uploads’. A time stamp is important, as most malware on
phones is discovered but the first people to download it are
the ones compromised.
It’s worthwhile for owners to familiarise themselves with
app permissions. All installation of apps start with some sort
of application “permissions” screens, which inform which
potentially sensitive resources will be accessed by a new app.
Learn to spot if an app is asking for a strange request e.g. if
a game requests access to your address book. The problem
of course is that it can be difficult to work out whether an
application really needs the permissions it requests.
Just like on a PC, recommended practice is to constantly
allow all updates of software and apps. Developers will be
actively patching the latest security vulnerabilities and rolling
them out to customers. Likewise with the phone Operating
System itself — do that update when it becomes available.
Finally, if a phone is stolen then apps like Apple’s Find My
iPhone app or Lookout’s Android app can locate a phone and
erase the data so the thief cannot access it. If the phone is
turned off immediately, the most important thing is to very
quickly contact the mobile phone provider to let them know
about the theft. Then move quickly to change all passwords
on sites that contain sensitive information which you have
visited on your phone.
There is also the option that in cases where someone tries
to enter a phone password more than say, 10 times, that the
device will wipe.
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www.lookout.com
www.norton.com
www.apple.com
https://play.google.com

Kevin Curran is
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coming soon...

coming soon...

Your articles, photographs, reviews, thoughts and suggestions for the journal are always welcome,
just contact Catherine Dhanjal on catherine.dhanjal@theansweruk.com or call +44 (0)800 998 7990.

MMIT Group’s Annual Conference
Theme: “Sound & Vision Librarianship:
Going Beyond Words & Pictures”
11th-12th September 2014
Sheffield, UK
Book via Eventbrite: www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/
mmit-2014-conference-sound-and-vision-inlibrarianship-going-beyond-words-and-picturestickets-10962562319
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Our Lanyrd page is: http://lanyrd.com/2014/
mmitagm2014/
If you have any queries, please ask our Group
Secretary:
Andrew Tattersall a.tattersall@sheffield.ac.uk

MmIT, 103 Bath Road, Willsbridge, Bristol, BS30 6ED, UK
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